We are living through an extraordinarily exciting scientific period in which the utter pessimism about the possibility of any form of cure for paraplegia or any other form of central nervous system damage is being replaced very rapidly by guarded optimism. The pessimism was fully justified by the repeated observation of the complete failure of regeneration in any mamm allian adult brain or spinal cord. The guarded optimism comes from two sources, first specific discoveries and second a general methodology. An example of specific discovery comes from Aguayo's group in Montreal who showed that if cut adult central axons were placed in contact with Schwann cells they regenerated over very long distances. At a
stroke, a supposed fact on which the old pessimism was based, was abolished. It had been imagined that some factors within adult central cells prohibited the regeneration of their axons. The revolution implicit in Aguayo's discovery was that the fault lay not entirely in the nerve cells but in the cells they contacted. The exploitation of this new fact shows the extraordinary power of the second factor, molecular biology, to discover, analyse and manipulate sources of prohibition and of encouragement of regeneration. A brilliant example is the work of Schwab's group in Zurich who fIrst defmed precisely the molecules on the surface of oligodendrocytes which inhibited the growth of axons in tissue culture. Then they made antibodies to those molecules to neutralise their effect. Next in order to generate a living source of these antibodies, they engineered neuroblastoma cells to produce the antibodies and transplanted them into rats with partial cord sections.
The result was a clear elongation of cut axons through the region of damage. This remarkable series of experiments is quoted not because it produces a defInitive cure but because it shows the power and speed of the new techniques.
It now becomes possible not only to analyse precisely why regeneration does not occur but to defme a set of plausible achievable strategies by which the prohibitions might be overcome. The answer is not going to depend on a single factor but on the recognition of a sequence of interacting changes which follow injury. When a nerve cell has its own axon cut, it is isolated from the normal end station which supplies a continuous chemical signal which informs the cell that the axon is in contact with its 'correct' target. In the absence of this continual reassurance, the cell becomes sickly and may die. Levi-Montalcini and her colleagues won their Nobel prize for their identifIcation of one such signal molecule, nerve growth factor, which is made in the periphery. Now a massive search is on, with early signs of success, for equivalent brain growth, factors. There is no doubt that there is something wrong with adult nerve cells since perhaps the most important result of transplantation experiments is to show that fetal tissue transplanted into adult brain can still grow and sometimes fmd its correct target. This fact challenges the new generation of scientist to defme precisely what substances permit this fetal ability and to consider how they might be reformed in adult cells. Once sprouts have been encouraged to grow from a cut axon, there is no doubt that they collide with adult inhibitory factors. We have already mentioned oligodendrocytes as one source but it is certain that there are others including myelin and above all the astrocytes. It is clear that there are good and bad astrocytes. What constitutes their goodness and badness?
Could the bad ones be reformed? Could the good ones be introduced? These are no longer science fIction fantasies but the subject of a growing research effort by very hard headed and bright scientists with powerful new tools.
In parallel with these attempts to restore destroyed connections there is the equally crucial practical question of how the surviving nervous system reacts to damage of neighbouring cells. Just as the possibility of regeneration is now revealed, it now becomes apparent that the old idea of a rigid fIxed hard wired adult nervous system was equally wrong. Adult synaptic contacts are not simply soldered in place during embryonic development to remain stationary throughout adult life. Activity or lack of activity controls the effectiveness of large numbers of synapses. Intact nerves sense the presence of nearby degeneration and sprout to occupy the vacant sites. Ineffective synapses become effective partly driven by the presence of nerve impulse activity and partly by trophic factors. This plasticity of connection in the adult nervous system contains good and bad news. The bad news is that inappropriate novel connections may form in the presence of partial damage and any recovery will necessitate the prevention or removal of these new co nnections. The good news is that, in the presence of the very common partial cord lesions, it may be possible to encourage novel appropriate and beneficial conn ections by taking advantage of the remaining plasticity of the existing adult nerve cells and their axons.
Clinical studies
The idea of cure in spinal injury suggests an all or nothing approach which is appealing but not immediately realistic. Restoring function, on the other hand, more accurately describes current research and suggests that there may be several steps, any one of which may improve lifestyle, reduce degree of dependence and alleviate distressing symptoms. There are three main approaches to restoration of function:
1. The prevention of secondary pathological events fo llowing spinal cord injury and 154 patients treated with Naloxone. Naloxone showed no effect, but patients treated with high-dose Methylprednisolone showed significant improvements in motor and sensory function compared to placebo. This improvement was noted at 6 weeks and 6 months after the injury. However, the improvement was only seen in those patients who started treatment within 8 hours of the injury and emphasizes the importance of early treatment and also the importance of trying to delineate precisely the natural history of SCI within the first few hours. Perhaps even better results could be obtained using intrathecal drug delivery systems, and (in the future), using antibodies to growth inhibitory factors. After severe trauma to the spinal cord, pericapillary haemorrhages occur in the grey matter, followed, after an interval, by central haemorrhagic necrosis of the cord with involvement of the white matter at the later stage. Most of the cord damage has occurred within the fIrst 8 hours so that again early treatment is essential. Local spinal cord cooling has been used experimentally and in Man. Spinal cord blood flow can be measured. In
Man local cooling together with steroids has shown benefIt, possibly by preventing the occurrence of oedema or by a reduction in tissue metabolism and the release of toxic substances mentioned above.
A potassium channel blocker, 4-aminopyridine, can restore conduction in damaged (demyelinated) fIbres and may improve recovery where conduction block is a factor. This drug has been used in experimental models of SCI, and a trial in Man is underway.
Identification of impaired or absent function in nerve cells and processes which survive the initial insult intact but with impaired function
The lesion itself is not wholly responsible for the observed methodological defIcit.
Part of the defIcit is due to altered function in the intact nervous system and if we knew more about the way the intact nervous system reacts then it might be possible to influence recovery. Some of the secondary alteration of function may be prevented by the methods described above or by the use of stimulation techniques which alter inhibition. further problems. Despite this, it is essential that the work should be pursued.
Conclusion
It is not reasonable to doubt that a cure for paralysis will be found one day. The
Trust's function is to ensure that day comes soon rather than late. There is an enormous amount of work to be done and absolutely no prospect that all the necessary funds can be found from the resources of one charity: however large it grows. Despite this, the very existence of the Trust can be a potent focus for the realisation of its aims if its work is carefully directed.
Of course there is a need for a greatly expanded funding budget, which can only come from more fund raising effort. There is much good work that can be fostered 
